
Our company is searching for experienced candidates for the position of software
integration. Thank you in advance for taking a look at the list of responsibilities
and qualifications. We look forward to reviewing your resume.

Responsibilities for software integration

Provides input to Development for design, development, implementation and
maintenance of HL7 solutions
Leads and coordinates interface implementations to ensure it aligns to the
business and technical requirements
Collaborates with technical and business teams to define unit testing
scenarios and scripts in alignment with business and system requirements
Ensures application development deliverables are completed on time,
budget, and quality
Demonstrates leadership qualities through team motivation, coaching, and
mentoring
Identify the common causes of the defects, prioritize them and systematically
remove them so that they do not reoccur in further implementation work
Work to understand the customer’s product-specific requirements and
configuration and translate them to technical design specifications and data
flow from which programs are developed and coded
Lead and direct the software build or configuration and testing process
Interface with Support management to assist in resolving support calls as
needed
Work with software developers and system engineers to review and
understand software functional requirements, utilize d-space test equipment
to execute test, document results prior to flash file release for large engines

Qualifications for software integration

Example of Software Integration Job Description
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Experience with Naval or Marine surface C2/Combat Systems, , AEGIS and
SSDS
Java - JEE / J2EE experience, including Application Server (JBoss, Weblogic,
), Java Persistence Architecture (JPA), Spring framework
Comprehend and communicate solution workflows and interactions with
integrated systems (including but not limited to client devices, 3rd party
software)
Support Test Lead and Test Teams as SME to enable better technical
understanding, and deliver training where necessary
Customer-facing documentation may include install, configuration, user, or
troubleshooting guide


